C O M M U N I C AT I O N S
AND MEDIA

Our appetite for media content is greater than
ever. What’s more, the growing plethora of devices
through which we can stream videos, teamed with
advances in 5G technology, mean this trend is
accelerating at breakneck speed.
In the pages that follow we speak to Microsoft
leaders and partners to find out how Azure Media
Services are enabling pioneers to not only create and
manage content with greater efficiency, but to also
distribute it with ease.
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Creating,
managing,
and distributing
media content

Companies across the globe are turning to Microsoft Azure to help them not only create
and manage content with greater efficiency, but to distribute it with ease. We spoke to
representatives from Microsoft and its partner organisations to find out why
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S
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ccording to a 2019 Cisco study, video will
make up 82% of all online traffic by 2022.
And this isn’t all – video streaming via
the internet to smart TVs will increase threefold
between 2017 and 2022 and consumer video on
demand (VoD) traffic will nearly double by 2022.
The amount of VoD traffic by 2022 will be equivalent to 10 billion DVDs per month.
“Media companies must – and have – been
adapting to the fact that a great deal of video
viewing occurs on screens other than TVs, even
in consumer living rooms,” explains Shruti Jain,
principal analyst for Cisco’s Video Networking
Index. “Smartphones, tablets and other mobile
devices are the screens that many people choose
for consuming news and entertainment video
content. This has given rise to a host of streaming services – some from over-the-top (OTT)
players like Netflix, and others from traditional broadcasters. Reaching and retaining the
growing online audience demands an internet
streaming media strategy that provides regularly
updated and/or popular and compelling content
– delivered in high-quality.”
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Howard Bass, senior advisory partner for
Media and Entertainment at multinational professional services firm EY agrees. “There are
increasing opportunities for great storytelling
and really extraordinary production values to
engage audiences,” he says. “Traditional media
companies, as well as newer global content distribution platforms, will compete on quality.”
Pioneering businesses are ahead of the game.
Take corporate social networking site LinkedIn,
for example, which has just begun piloting its new
LinkedIn Live service with select broadcasters.
“In the 18 months since we launched native video,
live has been the top requested video feature from
members and we also see a number of examples
where live video would make sense,” said Tatiana
De Almeida, LinkedIn spokesperson. “For example, an influencer doing an entrepreneurship ‘ask
me anything’ video, or a video series on workplace
culture. We’re looking forward to seeing how our
pilot broadcasters use LinkedIn Live to bring people together and will evaluate what makes sense
for expanding based on the communities we see
forming and growing around streams.”
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Meanwhile, Canada-based media firm zonetv is
using artificial intelligence (AI) and human curation to create Dynamic Channels – customised
and personalised video channels that draw content from a variety of sources and learn viewers’
tastes over time. In the six years since its founding, zonetv has offered a variety of video products, including interactive event-based pop-up
channels like the Santa Tracker, which gets millions of viewers during the holiday season. The
company is also one of the largest curators and
aggregators of subscription video on demand in
North America, supplying content to some of the
biggest names in the home video industry.
And UK provider of television, telecommunications, internet access, and mobile network
services TalkTalk is also capitalising on new
opportunities through TalkTalk TV. With the
service, the firm delivers the latest TV and movie
content to a million monthly users on PCs, game
consoles, tablets, mobiles, smart TVs and more.
While very different in their approach, all of
these firms have one thing in common: they
are leveraging Microsoft Azure – a hyperscale,
enterprise-grade hybrid cloud platform providing more than 150 services – from basic storage
and compute services to advanced AI services.
“Azure enables firms to integrate their media
supply chain by creating, managing, distributing, and monetising content in the cloud,”
explains Rainer Kellerhals, Microsoft’s media
and entertainment industry lead for the EMEA
region. “Meanwhile, Azure Media Services provide the specific capabilities required for audio
and video workflows, like high-definition video
encoding and transcoding, dynamic media file
packaging, handling digital rights management
keys and encryption, broadcast-quality live and
on-demand streaming to reach audiences on
most popular devices, and telemetry to monitor
service quality and track user interaction.
“In addition, Azure Video Indexer enables
companies to automatically extract descriptive
information – also referred to as ‘metadata’ –
from their video and audio content, making
video content searchable at a very granular level.”
In the future, the rise of 5G will transform the
industry further. “Telecommunication firms such
as Telefonica, Ericsson and AT&T are pushing
advancements in 5G in order to facilitate the distribution of content to any device,” explains Rikke
Helms, Microsoft’s managing director for the
Global Telecommunications Industry. “5G will

address many of the challenges facing media firms
today – resulting in a faster, more robust network
and enabling telco firms to retain their important
roles within content distribution. Telco firms and
media companies have never been more aligned –
it’s exciting to see how they will shape the future.”
Cisco’s Jain agrees, but also warns of other hurdles that may prevent a smooth journey going
forward. “In addition to the investments in network infrastructure (or partnerships with network operators), an equally important element
to consider is the production cost of creating
content, as well as the cost of finding talent.”
This is something that Rex Grignon, co-founder
and CEO of Nimble Collective and former
head of Character Animation at DreamWorks
Animation, feels strongly about. “Building production infrastructure is a major cost and very
complex for today’s media firms,” he explains.
“Finding and engaging talent in the increasingly
competitive landscape is a huge challenge too.
That’s why we created Nimble Collective, which
leverages Microsoft Azure. Our on-demand production infrastructure allows content creators to
focus on what they want: creating content, not
building infrastructure, as they’ve always done.
“As for talent, Nimble Collective allows companies to find and engage artists around the world
with easy onboarding/offboarding and a very
collaborative workflow. We’re now doing what
all the studios have wanted to do for ages but
couldn’t afford to engineer on their own.”

LinkedIn has just
begun piloting its new
Live service with select
broadcasters
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Partner perspectives
Recognising that media firms the world over need to work faster and more cost-effectively
than ever before, we spoke to a selection of Microsoft partners to find out how they are
enabling pioneers to create, manage and distribute content

“Broadcast Bionics has been working with
Microsoft to create Skype TX for Radio, which is
a specific implementation of Skype that allows
radio broadcasters to use high volumes of Skype
conversation on air.
Traditionally, listeners would call in to a talk show
via low-quality phone lines. Now Bionics has enabled
radio broadcasters to cheaply and easily use multiple
Skype conversations – democratising access to big
broadcast quality contribution from guests, audiences
and remote contributors.
Microsoft and Bionics jointly produced Skype TX for
Radio, which now enables radio broadcasters large
and small to use Skype as a high-quality means of
engagement, communication, remote reporting and
content contribution.”

Dan McQuillin
Managing director at
Broadcast Bionics

Rex Grignon
Co-founder and CEO of
Nimble Collective and former
head of Character Animation
for DreamWorks Animation
“When I was at DreamWorks, we had lots of tricks to try to emulate
production infrastructure solutions, but nothing as simple as what we’re
doing with Nimble Collective. Our platform was designed after living
these painful realities even as we were creating high-end entertainment.
We saw that advances in cloud technology have enabled a leading-edge
company like ours to finally make it easy for content creators to offload a
lot of IT, pipeline and licensing workload to the cloud to lower costs, raise
quality and bring more voices to this field that we love so deeply and want
to share with artists around the world.
In order to succeed in this new landscape, media firms need to see
what’s coming and jump in! Soon the cloud will be the standard for
creating content, so they can’t wait until they’re behind the competition,
playing catch-up.”
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Keir Shepherd
Senior vice president
of Global Technology
Architecture, Encompass

MEDIA

Craig Dwyer
Senior director of the Global
Centre of Excellence at Avid

“The rapid digitisation of the media value chain has
created both enormous challenges and exciting
opportunities. Media organisations and content creators
must create and distribute the highest quality content
to increasingly sophisticated audiences over multiple
channels and devices. All of this must be achieved amid
significant operational and financial constraints.
Avid’s strategic alliance with Microsoft is critical to
meeting these challenges – connecting people globally
and providing tools to share, develop and distribute
media assets quickly and efficiently. Avid and Microsoft
are exploiting the cloud’s power for customers by
collaboratively developing cloud-based solutions and
services for the media and entertainment industry.
The open nature of Microsoft Azure makes it easy for
Avid customers to adopt and integrate the platform with
their IT infrastructures. And Azure’s flexible deployment
options – public-cloud, private-cloud or on-premises
data centre – allow them to migrate to the cloud in a
way, and at a pace that best fits their needs.”

“As an organisation providing services to broadcast and
media clients globally, it has become essential to ensure
that we have the capability to acquire content seamlessly
from any location, whilst maintaining the security and
integrity of those assets. Additionally, with the rapid
growth in content sources combined with adoption of
ultra-high definition and high frame rate codecs, we
need to be able to handle an unprecedented level of
scale. With Microsoft Azure’s Blob Storage, which is
natively integrated with the de facto industry standard
media transfer services from Signiant and Aspera, we are
able to benefit from dynamically scalable and practicably
unlimited capacity and bandwidth.
Once the content is acquired, Encompass is then
able to leverage Azure Media Services. This allows us to
analyse and transcode the content on demand and at
scale, using industry leading technologies but without
the need to worry about infrastructure and application
deployment and management.
Encompass’ CloudVOD platform is able to process
10,000 hours/month of content acquired from studios,
broadcasters and content houses, and deliver highquality video on demand (VOD) packages securely to
hundreds of VOD platforms globally by leveraging the
services available with Microsoft Azure.”

Jon Vink

StreamingBuzz has several ground-breaking
products that will help transform the future
world of sports and entertainment. With the
combination of StreamingBuzz’s fully automated
workflows and players, which are been built, run and managed in
Microsoft Azure, and the unique AI Core Engine from AIONSPORTS,
its possible to achieve live and on-demand sports streaming in virtual
reality (VR), augmented reality, 360-degree video and linear broadcast
using real positional data and limb tracking data. This results in
competitive advantages and insights for athletes, coaches, clubs, teams,
broadcasters and fans. With the unique addition of data-tagging, highspeed scrubbing and real-time sharing of live video on-the-go, the
insights without any latency gives immediate competitive advantages.
By using Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services, AI + Machine
Learning, Analytics and Power BI, the amazing features of our AI Core
Engine will reach fans through the visualisation of live sports based
on real positional and limb tracking data in the most immersive way.
At the same time, our AI Core Engine revolutionises sports training
and sports analysis in VR to gain immediate insights during the live
action and offer VR performance and training with real data for the
enhancement of the cognitive skills of each athlete.

CEO at
StreamingBuzz
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An engaging new
approach to radio
DAN MCQUILLIN: BROADCAST BIONICS

Traditional radio studios were constructed as a soundproof box to
block out background noise. However, they also blocked out realtime information, conversation and opinion, which isn’t conducive to
engaging with modern audiences

T

raditionally broadcast media firms, whether
in TV or radio, used big transmitters to
reach a mass audience. With this type of
approach, the level of engagement was extremely
limited – not by design, but simply because that’s
how broadcast technology worked.
We now live in a world where, through streaming and social media, the opportunity for our
audience to talk to one another, engage and share
content has radically transformed. So, as broadcast toolmakers, we looked at the problem of
traditional studios built as soundproof boxes that
blocked out all that engagement and conversation. We wanted to produce broadcast equipment
that enabled content makers to track the trends,

“If a radio station plays an
Ed Sheeran song, we will
automatically track social media and
pull up conversation about him”
listen to the comments and voices of our audience, guests, newsmakers and musicians. Helping
to create new studio spaces which encourage and
facilitate engagement.
If a radio station plays an Ed Sheeran song, for
example, we will automatically track social media
and pull up conversation about him and the
things he’s just announced into the studio – all
without distracting the talent from their principal
task of producing great content.
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One of the first ways in which you might connect with radio content now is to read a transcription as you scroll through your Facebook
timeline. Only hearing the audio after you click
on it. With this in mind, we’re helping people to
read and watch the radio. Creating video to help
radio content reach the right platforms and generating transcriptions to make it readable on social
media and searchable on Google and YouTube.
These completely different ways that we discover,
share and consume traditional content require new
tools and technologies. We want to preserve the
intimacy and immediacy of radio’s workflow while
empowering broadcasters and audiences to share
the emotion that radio creates. If the audience has
an emotional reaction to content, they now naturally want to share that emotion with their friends.
So, we help broadcasters put the right content on
the right platforms, and the audience does the rest.
Radio is still very much a real-time media, and
keeping abreast of what is happening in the world
now involves listening across a plurality of channels
and voices – with everyone from Justin Bieber to
the Pope and Donald Trump on Twitter it is a challenge for both broadcasters and audiences to keep
up. The right broadcast tools don’t just help the studios of the future create and share great content but
there is an opportunity for broadcasters to play an
important role as curators, fact checkers and taste
makers to help audiences navigate, consume and
understand the firehose of social content.
Dan McQuillin is Managing Director at
Broadcast Bionics

PROFILED: AIONSPORTS
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Data meets sport
Netherlands-based sports data matching firm AIONSPORTS is benefiting from
a new software engine for virtual reality, augmented reality and broadcasting
experiences, provided by StreamingBuzz

W

ith so much at stake in professional
sport today, teams require access to
the most accurate data delivered at the
quickest pace, as well as performance data that is
shared and presented in a context relevant to the
game – data that can help to inform and influence future decisions that impact performance.
Netherlands-based sports data matching firm
AIONSPORTS focusses on three pillars: broadcasting (of linear, 360, xR), through end-to-end
solutions for the distribution of sports matches all
around the world; sports performance, whereby
its products enhance the performance, train
cognitive skills, supercharge spatial awareness
and practice tactics of sports players through
the collection of positional data and limbtracking during matches; and fan engagement, using
platforms through which fans can access unique
data, video and insights, before, during and after
sports matches and watch the match like a bird
eye’s view, through the eyes of the coach or even
through the eyes of Lionel Messi
“Brands are looking for new digital-enabled
ways to increase fan engagement in 2020,” said
Jos Molema, AIONSPORTS’ director of Fan
Engagement. “Virtual reality (VR) and augmented
reality (AR) will do this in a very innovative way.

To achieve everything it has set out in its three
pillars, AIONSPORTS is leveraging solutions
provided by Microsoft partner StreamingBuzz.
The result is an end-to-end live and on-demand
solution using Azure Media Services to virtualise live and on-demand sports in real-time. The
solutions benefit from VR and AR functionality
using positional and limb tracking sensors. This
new reality is used for fan engagement, match
and athlete analysis and cognitive training using
VR-based cognitive services.
“AI and machine learning put the cherry
on the cake,” says Molema. “These technologies enable athletes and teams to train better.
Powered by the most comprehensive databases
in sport, AIONSPORTS has developed a suite
of bespoke analytical products – integrated
with video and match footage – that fit the
unique challenges that leagues, federations and
professional clubs face.”
“AIONSPORTS is exclusively focused on
enhancing performance within the professional
game,” adds Mark Snijders, director of Sports
at AIONSPORTS. “Using VR, clubs can now
add more scenario-based training in order
to improve the tactical learning results of the
youth academy.

AIONSPORTS is
using virtual reality
to increase fan
engagement
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